For Immediate Release

Austro Control to Purchase Adacel 270-Degree Tower Simulator

Orlando, Florida, March 25, 2019 – Adacel announced today that the Austro Control GmbH has awarded a contract to Adacel to purchase a 270-degree tower simulator. The system purchase will add to and complement Austro Control’s existing Adacel tower and radar simulators.

Austro Control has also awarded Adacel a contract to provide several major upgrades to their existing simulators. This contract includes the installation and testing of Adacel’s latest feature enhanced MaxSim ATC tower simulation software. Adacel will also develop and install modifications to the Tower 3D environments and customized radar interfaces specific to Austro Control’s training requirements.

Adacel and Austro Control have a long history of working together to improve simulator effectiveness. The Austro Control training center will further enhance their impressive training capability with this latest technology upgrade.

Adacel’s ATC training products have proven to be very effective in developing higher proficiency and accelerating the learning process of controllers during their course of study and ongoing training. The Company is committed to designing advanced systems that provide ATC students with the realistic hands-on practice to reinforce learning the advanced skills required to be a competent controller. Adacel displayed its latest innovations in ATC training during World ATM 2019 at stand #598 from 12-14 March.

About Adacel

Adacel applies the knowledge of our customers and the expertise of our team with cutting-edge technologies to be the company of choice for advanced air traffic management systems, speech recognition applications and simulation and training solutions for air traffic control and other public safety domains. Adacel has pioneered the integration of speech recognition into simulation products and operational systems and holds a number of patents on applications to optimize speech processing. The company has built a strong international reputation for its products and services through commitment to technological leadership and customer support. We understand the importance of our products and the direct impact their use has on public safety. These responsibilities are reflected in the quality of everything we do. Adacel: Everyday Excellence. For more information please visit www.adacel.com.
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